HBSE Class 10 English Syllabus
Class-X
Subject: English
Annual Guidelines for teachers

A teacher is supposed to take the following points in consideration while teaching prose/poetry:

1 Teacher should correlate the contents of the chapter with the examples of
day to day life to make the students understand the text well.
2 Teacher must stress the vocabulary given in a particular chapter to enrich the
word power of students, to enhance their understanding pronunciation and
stress while reading aloud in classroom.
3 Stress must be given on correct pronunciation while reading the text aloud
and letting the children read the text.
4 The style of a writer enunciating his experiences or writing about historical
events and places, must be explained to the students i.e. whether it is
narrative, persuasive, expressionistic or impressionistic.
5 A critical appreciation of the poem must be given to the students; while
teaching poems the teacher must explain used vocabulary, style, diction, use
of figures of speech etc in the text.
6 Prose/play must be taught on the basis of activities such as group discussion,
role playing, debate, declamation etc. (developing similar topics as given in
the chapters.)
7 Grammar already used in the text of a chapter must be related to the topics
of grammar taught in the class i.e. parts of speech, prepositions,
conjunctions etc. used in the sentences of text.
8 To enhance the correct usage of English, teacher must encourage the
students to go on the pattern used in the text of the chapter.
9 Students must be encouraged for a comparative study of the text giving
references and allusions from other chapters if there is any relation in the
text i.e. ideas, style, lexical and grammatical usage.
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For improving the communicative skills of students, teacher must
encourage the students to participate in different types of activities to be
done in classroom such as; Newspaper cuttings, preparing charts based on
grammar, flow charts based on story or paragraph, developing paragraph by
speaking in front of class and organizing debate and discussions based on
chapters and related issues.

